Multihulls from 50 feet to 60 feet

X5 PLUS

NEW

A CRUISING MACHINE

Derived directly from the X5, the Plus retains an unconventional silhouette that may
dissuade some from going beyond appearances... but that would be a shame: those
frightened off would be missing out on a beautiful cruising machine with intelligent specifications. This new model benefits from the experience gained during 6 years of the
X5: the bows have been modified, the displacement is lighter by two tons, the sail plan
has increased in area and the equipment is even more complete. The X5 Plus is perfectly suited to the cruising families that have chosen it. Rigorous design by a team of
experienced sailors (the seas off South Africa are an excellent learning environment),
meticulous construction, exemplary deck plan, abundant and perfectly functional
equipment, remarkable overall quality of execution, tempered glass skylights: these are
the strong points of this catamaran that deserves to be recognized.

Builder: Xquisite Yachts.com
Naval architect: Rudolf Jonker
Length: 54’ (16.15 m)
Beam: 26’3” (8 m)
Displacement: 35,275 lbs (16 t)
Mainsail area: 1,130 sq ft (105 m2)
Self-tacking jib: 420 sq ft (39 m2)
Genoa: 720 sq ft (67 m2)
Gennaker: 1,400 sq ft (130 m2)
Price: tba
www.xquisiteyachts.com

MAJESTIC 530
HIGHLY OPTIMIZED!

The Majestic 530 was designed on the basis of the very popular 500. The
extra meter (3’) of length benefits the sugarscoops and cockpit, of course
but also average speed. Though the overall lines of this model reflect a little
of the current production trends, such as like the very raked bows, in use this
in an extremely safe, robust and perfectly finished catamaran. And a host
of small details, such as ventilation, have been fine-tuned to the extreme.
Keeping very up to date, the manufacturer regularly makes modifications to
improve comfort and handling.
Builder: Royal Cape Catamarans - Length: 53’3” (16.23 m) - Beam: 28’3” (8.6 m)
Light displacement: 44,000 lbs (20 t) - Draft: 4’7” (1.4 m) - Mainsail: 969 sq ft (90 m2)
Genoa: 721 sq ft (67 m2) - Engines: 2 x 80 HP - Price: tba
www.royalcapecatamarans.com
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